
“We chose Gotransverse as our 
strategic partner due to their  

industry-leading telecom and  
billing domain expertise.” 

-Saleem Bhatti, CIO Starz Play

Boundless 
Billing



Communications Billing Gurus
Founded by billing gurus with hundreds of years of collective experience in communications 
and enterprise billing, Gotransverse runs deep with monetization domain expertise. With the 
aid of our expert implementation team and solutions architects, along with quarterly business 
reviews from our customer success team, you can trust that your billing needs will be taken 
care of every step of the way.

Limitless Monetization Models
Gotransverse specializes in sophisticated pricing models and can accommodate any 
customer seeking to take advantage of one-time, subscription, and consumption-based 
pricing. An advanced rating engine with in-house mediation that can correlate, aggregate, 
augment and transform data at breakneck speed is a key tool for any communications 
provider striving to make it ahead in the industry. From tiers to prepaid to multivariable 
pricing, Gotransverse provides its customers with any usage-based pricing solution they 
need in near real-time. Set up billing just the way you and your customers want it with our 
flexible billing platform.

Native Cloud Solution
Built as a native cloud SaaS solution, Gotransverse has the elasticity and parallel processing 
to scale with your business and requires no updates, being automatically streamlined with the 
most cutting-edge technologies and integrations. Our connector service supports out-of-the-
box connectors to numerous common third-party tools, making it easy to plug into existing 
systems you have. 

Low Cost
Platforms that meet the complex requirements of communications billing are generally 
very expensive. This is because the software is typically on-site and requires large servers to 
accommodate the high volume and processing needed to keep up with high-end mediation 
and rating. As a native cloud solution that can expand and contract with data pulled over the 
platform, Gotransverse passes the cost savings on to our customers so they can get all the 
functionality they need, minus the big bill.

A SaaS Monetization Platform that Supports 
Communications’ Sophisticated Rating and 

Mediation Needs

REQUEST DEMO

https://billing.gotransverse.com/demo.html

